Overview

Timeline Barriers
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• This work has direct impact on overcoming technical barriers such as durability and cost and achieving the DOE's technical targets of energy efficiency and specific power. This project specifically addresses items:
-"O" (component barriers -stack material and manufacturing cost) and -"P" (durability) in DOE's Multi-year Research, Development and Demonstration Plan (June 2003, p.3-76) .
• • Accelerate the implementation of fuel cell technologies by integrating the latest computer-aided engineering (CAE) methods with advanced design techniques to overcome key technical barriers and improve reliability, performance, and cost.
-Work with fuel cell industry partners to apply CAE tools on problems that address key technical barriers. -Improve component reliability by applying Robust Design techniques for optimal solutions that account for variations in material properties, loads, and manufacturing processes. -Lower costs and development time by reducing the number of prototype components that are built and tested. 1. Robust Mechanical Designs -evaluation of performance impacts due to variations manufacturing, material properties, and loads to achieve optimized component performance. Objective:
Component Optimization
• Determine alternative gasket and groove configurations of the cooler and cell interfaces to provide robust sealing
Accomplishments:
• Developed non-linear, parametric gasket seal analysis model that accounts for variation in gasket and seal geometry, material properties, and loading.
• Performed analysis using parametric sweeps to identify the shape and size of the to provide the required sealing force.
• Transferred the gasket analysis process to Plug Power.
Technology Transfer
CAE Methods for Fuel Cells
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Objective:
• Transfer lessons learned and process methodologies to industry partner.
Accomplishments:
• NREL conducted a two-day workshop on Advanced CAE Methods for Plug Power Engineers • Techniques covered: -parametric modeling, parametric sweeps, design of experiments, optimization, topology optimization, and behavioral modeling.
• Fuel Cell applications included:
-cathode plate modeling and stress analysis, gasket groove stress analysis, end-plate topology optimization, and end-plate behavioral modeling.
Future Work
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• Remainder of FY2005 -Complete analysis of heat exchanger design alternatives and the effects of material, geometry, and load variations for high temperature stack application. -Integrate manufacturing process capability to evaluate robustness of gasket seal designs.
• Plans for FY2006
-Project diversification with new partners and Advanced CAE applications:
• Fuel Cell & Storage Design for Manufacturability and Quality accounting for material, load, and manufacturing process variations • Carbon storage design space investigations, thermal analysis using probabilistic methods • Hydrogen storage safety -reduce prototypes through CAE modeling with multiple load cases with design variations -Continued robust design optimization of high temperature stack thermal design, gasket seal and stack components.
